
Vocabulary Terms (every Tuesday) 
 

9/3 act, wrap, plan, task, shallow, length, mend, deaf, depth, edge 

9/10 build, split, wrist, lock, jog, struck, husband, touch, couch, shock 

9/17 develop, major, minor, famous, request, elect, climate, protect, remove, remind 

9/24 contains, fair, airline, maintain, speed, squeeze, leave, reason, peace, really 

10/1 market, artist, shark, several, discover, deliver, personal, litter, surface, hurricane 

10/8 public, language, skinny, common, selfish, admit, jagged, sandwich, plastic, interest 

10/15 main, remain, continue, hero, museum, rules, brief, total, frequent, niece 

10/22 thought, knob, doubt, office, necessary, challenge, knowledge, width, though, imagine 

10/29 finally, plenty, visit, cousin, listen, whistle, neighborhood, tenant, landlord, apartment 

11/5 delay, property, tease, wealthy, display, volunteer, proceed, hallway, mall, obvious 

11/12 horrible, normal, rescue, type, describe, emergency, contact, critical, previous, 
individual  

11/19 information, location, decision, ignore, regular, interior, exterior 

11/26 partner, governor, visitor, historic, tornado, guilty, jury, confess, disaster, lawyer 

12/3 unfair, disagree, disrespect, discontinue, expensive, journey, rules, parents, jewelry 

12/10 station, instruction, combination, selection, description, discussion, confusion, 
conclusion, explosion, compassion 

12/17 successful, peaceful, meaningful, available, dependable, reasonable, restless, endless, 
worthless 

1/7 vehicle, capable, flexible, natural, rental, vertical, horizontal, tiniest, busiest, prettiest 

1/14 foggy, injury, priority, snowy, usually, grumpy, delivery, previously, temporary, satisfy 

1/221 attend, afford, adjust, achieve, assist, volume, share, piano, Europe, California 

1/28 customer, project, minimum, maximum, recognize, attitude, altitude, acre, angle, canal 

2/4 introduce, manager, budget, replace, identify, compromise, complete, recently, 
Massachusetts, Australia 

2/11 blizzard, intense, entrance, essential, structure, advance, additional, purchase, original, 
variety 



2/25 desire, sympathy, observe, advertisement, outstanding, million, billion, trillion, journey, 
equipment 

3/3 accurate, immediate, moderate, estimate, candidate, examine, determine, adequate, 
appropriate, famine 

3/10 factories, activities, supplies, active, positive, attractive, creative, effective, 
responsibility, army 

3/17 infection, revolution, prescription, application, curious, serious, generous, payment, 
compliment, treatment 

3/24 intend, summarize, supervisor, stomach, chemistry, schedule, technology, photograph, 
photographer, Philadelphia 

3/31 section, tradition, discrimination, amazing, opinion, assemble, govern, platform, impact, 
influence 

4/7 check, prevent, review, primary, secondary, globe, educate, organize, ceremony, 
legend 

4/14 audience, satisfied, situation, column, details, evil, pretend, resources, pyramid, anxious  

4/28 economics, clever, interview, construction, presentation, precipitation, international, 
mission, justice, engineer  

5/5 tenant, property, unite, rotate, tolerant, evident, attract, collapse, arrival, consumer 

5/12 ccupy, absolutely, obvious, pajamas, involve, dawn, shy, priority, quality, quantity 

5/19 chapter, alphabetical, equal, silent, medium, climate, peer, breath, breathe, neither 

5/26 continue, usual, unusual, debt, frequently, challenge, ache, doubt, whistle, foreign 

6/2 through, threw, numb, around, decade, century, furniture, answer, exaggerate, 
peninsula 

6/9 special, belong, Massachusetts, heavy, company, personal, choose, chose, know, now 

6/16 complain, private, individual, freedom, university, college, hospital, peace, courtesy, 
moment 

 certain,museum, niece, nephew, width, length, hourly, annual, shampoo, toothbrush 

 vision, emotional, apartment, delicious, nervous, revolt, empty, vital, polite, prejudice 

 muscle, musician, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, article, maintain, neighborhood 

 there, their, they’re, know, now, to, two, too, weather, whether 

 


